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RELIGIOUS ART IN SAINT ANSELM CHURCH 

SUDBURY, MASSACHUSETTS 
By Robert  B. Santone                                                                                         19 May 2013 
 
Introduction – 
 
 Each weekend as we attend mass at St. Anselm Church we are surrounded by works of religious art.  
They enrich our emotional experience at mass and inspire a quiet, contemplative atmosphere in our communal 
worship.  However, we have seen them so often that we fail to see them.  We have forgotten or do not 
appreciate what they are and what they are trying to tell us. It is as though we attend mass in a religious art 
gallery with our eyes closed, not seeing and understanding what has been placed there to enhance our faith.  
 

On the outside above the entrance, there is a large mosaic with five men, four standing and one 
seated.  Who are they?  On the roof above, there is an open cupola with eight legs supporting a cross.  We 
certainly know what the cross stands for, but what is the significance of the eight legs?  Inside, high on the wall 
behind the altar is a statue of a man with a miter holding a crosier resembling a shepherd's crook.  Who is he 
and why is there a small picture of a sailing ship between his feet?  And, all around us in the church are 
beautiful stained glass windows.  What do they depict, what is the meaning of the symbols they contain, who 
made them and in whose Memoria - remembrance - were they placed there? 

 
 I have been coming to mass at St. Anselm's since 1965 and in 2001, Father James Bertelli gave me a 
tour of my church.  It seems strange that I needed a tour after all these years, yet, he revealed to me many 
things that I had never seen or known. There is a wealth of beauty to be seen and many stories that they tell.  
Here, along with inputs from other parishioners and what I uncovered by my own research, is what Father 
Bertelli related to me.1 



Christian Iconography 
 
 In the first commandment delivered by God to Moses on Mount Sinai it says, "You shall                                                                  
not make yourself a carved image or any likeness of anything in heaven or on earth beneath or in the waters 
under the earth; you shall not bow down to them or serve them." (Ex 20:4-5)2  Almost from the beginning, the 
Church has employed the arts, not for adoration, but as potent means of instruction and edification.  In the first 
centuries, the walls of the catacombs were decorated with paintings and mosaics.  Emperor Constantine and 
his successors began sponsoring Christian art as early as the fourth century.  In later times, churches lent their 
walls, ceilings, and windows as well as their altars, furniture, liturgical vessels and books, to be adorned with 
scenes from the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures and the lives of the Saints. 
 
 In the year 596, Pope Gregory the Great wrote to Serenus, bishop of Marseilles, "Images are to be 
employed in churches, so that those who are illiterate might at least read by seeing on the walls what they 
cannot read in books."  St. Thomas Aquinas amplified this position adding there is "a threefold reason for the 
institution of images in the Church: first, for the instruction of the unlettered, who might learn from them as if 
from books; second, so that the mystery of the Incarnation and the examples of the saints might remain more 
firmly in our memory by being daily represented to our eyes; and third, to excite the emotions which are more 
effectively aroused by things seen than by things heard."3 

 
 Through the centuries, the events in the bible have been a constant source of inspiration for artists who 
create pictures and statues of events in the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures.  But these verbal accounts often 
contain little in the way of detail and artists have had to rely upon non-biblical text, tradition and even their own 
imagination taking "artistic license" to complete a scene. 
 
Let's go on a tour: 
                 
 
The Mosaic above the entrance 

 

As we approach St. Anselm's Church along Landham Road in Sudbury the first thing we see is the 
brightly colored mosaic over the entrance.  A mosaic is an arrangement of colorful pieces of a variety of 
materials embedded in cement to form a picture or design.  The earliest mention of mosaics is in Exodus, "a 
sapphire pavement pure as the heavens themselves." (Ex 24:10).2  They were used for pavements where 
paintings, being subject to wear and the weather would not be appropriate.  Mosaics are very durable and are 
mentioned throughout history in all parts of the world.  They had been traditionally reserved for floor 
decorations but became a vehicle of Christian artists who adopted the technique of fitting together small pieces 
of stone and glass to decorate the walls of basilicas starting in the fourth century.  The artist of this one at our 
church is unknown to me. 
 

In this mosaic are five men - two on the left standing with no halos, one seated in the center with a halo, 
and two more on the right also with halos.  A halo, a nimbus, like rays from a sun, denotes the status of 
sainthood.  The man seated is Saint Anselm (1033 circa -1109 CE),                                                                       
the patron saint of our church.  In his left hand, he holds the Bible resting on his knee.  His right hand is raised 
as if giving a blessing to all those who enter beneath him.  The two men at the 

 



left are Plato (427 circa -347 BCE) and Aristotle (384-322 BCE).  I assume the one with the gray beard and 
hair, holding a rolled scroll is Plato as he was the elder of the two.  The other with a brown beard and hair, 
holding a closed book would then be Aristotle.  Both were well known Greek philosophers who were very 
influential in early Christian philosophy.  The two men at the right are St. Augustine (354-430 CE) and St. 
Thomas Aquinas (1226 circa -1274 CE). The one with the gray hair and beard holding an unrolled scroll is St. 
Augustine as he is the senior of the two. The one with the brown hair and beard is holding an open book, which 
is characteristic of St. Thomas Aquinas.  Both, along with St. Anselm, were Doctors of the Church.5  And as 
you can see by their dates, none of the other four were contemporaries of St. Anselm. 
 
Saint Anselm - Archbishop, Doctor of the Church - feast day April 21 
 

 
St. Anselm was born of noble parents in Aosta, northern Italy 
today.  Indifferent toward religion as a young man, Anselm became 
one of the Church's greatest theologians and leaders.  He received 
the title "Father of Scholasticism" for his attempts to analyze and 
illuminate the truths of faith through the aid of reason. 
 
At 15, Anselm wanted to enter a monastery, but was refused 
acceptance because of his father's opposition.  Twelve years later, 
after careless disinterest in religion and years of worldly living, he 
finally fulfilled his desire to be a monk.  He entered the French 
Benedictine monastery of Bec in Normandy, three years later was 
elected prior, and 15 years later was unanimously chosen abbot. 
 
Considered an original and independent thinker, Anselm became 
the most learned theologian of his generation and was admired for 
his patience, gentleness and teaching skill.  Under his leadership, 
the Abbey of Bec became a monastic school, influential in 
philosophical and theological studies. 

 
 During these years at the community's request, Anselm began publishing his theological works 
comparable to those of St. Augustine.  His best know work is the book "Cur Deus Homo" - Why God Became 
Man.  Anselm's chief achievement in philosophy was the ontological argument for the existence of God put 
forth in his "Proslogium".  Starting from the notion that God is "that than which nothing greater can be thought", 
he argues that what exists in reality is greater than that which is only in the mind; wherefore, since "God is that 
than which nothing greater can be thought", He exists in reality.  In "Opera Omnis", he wrote, "No one will have 
any other desire in heaven than what God wills; and the desire of one will be the desire of all; and the desire of 
all and of each one will also be the desire of God." 
       

At 60, against his will, Anselm was appointed Archbishop of Canterbury by the Pope.  Although his 
appointment was opposed at first by England's King William Rufus and later accepted, Rufus persistently 
refused to cooperate with efforts to reform the Church.  Anselm finally went into voluntary exile until Rufus died 
in 1100.  He was recalled to England by Rufus' brother and successor, Henry I.  Disagreeing fearlessly with 
Henry over the king's right to invest England's bishops, Anselm spent another three years in exile in Rome.23 

 
 His care and concerns extended to the very poorest people and was the first in the 
Church to oppose the slave trade.  Anselm obtained from the National Council at Westminster, the passage of 
a resolution prohibiting the sale of men.4 

 
 In the early Middle Ages certain ecclesiastical writers received the title of "Doctor of the Church" (Lat. 
Doctores Ecclesiae) on account of the great advantage the whole Church has derived from their doctrine.  St. 
Anselm was added by Clement XI (1720).5 

 
  



Plato - Greek philosopher 
 

Plato was born at Athens of an aristocratic and wealthy family.  
When about twenty years old, he became a devoted follower of 
Socrates (470 circa – 399 BCE), and the dialogue, which lasted 
eight or ten years, was the decisive influence in Plato's 
philosophical career.  Before meeting Socrates, he had very 
likely developed an interest in the earlier philosophers, and in 
schemes for the betterment of political conditions at Athens.  At 
an early age, he devoted himself to poetry. All these interests, 
however, were absorbed in the pursuit of wisdom to which, under 
the guidance of Socrates, he ardently devoted himself. 

 
Plato started a school known as the Academy, named so 
because it met in the groves of Academus. The Academy 
continued its identity as a Platonic school, first at Athens, and 
later at Alexandria until the first century of the Christian era.  Like 
Socrates, Plato was chiefly interested in moral philosophy and 
despised natural philosophy (that is, science) as an inferior and 
unworthy sort of knowledge.  To Plato, knowledge had no 
practical use - it existed for the abstract good of the soul.  He 
spoke of the two natures of man as spiritual and material.  He 

said that the soul preexisted before its union with the body.   
 
With the advent of neo-Platonism founded by Ammonius and developed by Plotinus, Platonism 

definitely entered the cause of Paganism against Christianity.  Nevertheless, the great majority of the Christian 
philosophers down to St. Augustine were Platonists.  They appreciated the uplifting influence of Plato's 
psychology and metaphysics, and recognized in that influence a powerful ally of Christianity in the warfare 
against materialism and naturalism.  

 
The Middle Ages completely reversed this verdict. The first scholastics knew only the logical treatises of 

Aristotle, and, as far as they were psychologists or metaphysicians at all, they drew on the Platonism of St. 
Augustine.  Their successors, however, in the twelfth century came to a knowledge of the psychology, 
metaphysics, and ethics of Aristotle.  They adopted the Aristotelean view so completely that before the end of 
the thirteenth century the Stagirite (Aristotle, who was born in Stagira) occupied in the Christian schools the 
position occupied in the fifth century by the founder of the Academy.  

 
There are many philosophers and groups of philosophers in modern times that owe much to the 

inspiration of Plato, and to the enthusiasm for the higher pursuits of the mind, which they derived from the 
study of his works.6 

 
Aristotle - Greek philosopher 
 

Aristotle, the greatest of heathen philosophers, was born at Stagira in Thrace, the son of  
Nichomachus, a court physician to the king of Macedon - so science was in his background.  At the age of 
seventeen, he went to Athens and joined Plato's school, where he stayed until Plato's death in 347 BCE.  
Though a brilliant pupil, Aristotle opposed some of Plato's teachings. 
 

Leaving Athens, Aristotle spent some time traveling in Asia Minor (now Turkey) and its islands.  He 
returned to Macedonia in 342 BCE to tutor Alexander the Great who was then only 13.  Returning to Athens in 
335 BCE, Aristotle set up a school of his own, known as the Lyceum.  He is said to have written 150 
philosophical treatises. 

 
The 30 that survive touch on an enormous range of philosophical problems, from biology and physics, 

to morals, to aesthetics and to politics. He taught that all objects, including organisms, were composed of a 
potential - their matter; and of a reality - their form.  An acorn, for example, has the potential to grow into a 



giant oak tree.  In living creatures, the form was identified with the soul; plants had the lowest kinds of souls, 
animals had higher souls which could feel, and humans alone had rational, reasoning souls with the power of 
acquiring universal and intellectual knowledge. 

 
In the later Middle Ages, Aristotle's work was rediscovered and enthusiastically adopted by medieval 

scholars.  His followers called him Ille Philosophus - the Philosopher, or "the master of them that know."  Fused 
and reconciled with Christian doctrine into a philosophical system known as Scholasticism, Aristotelian 
philosophy became the official philosophy of the Roman Catholic Church.7 
 
Saint Augustine - of Hippo, Bishop, Doctor of the Church - feast day August 28 
 

St. Augustine was born at Tagaste, a small town of Numidia, North Africa, not far from the city of Hippo.  
Although eminently respectable, his family was not rich.  His father, Patricius was a pagan, who, under the 
influence of his Christian wife, Monica, learned patience and humility and was baptized shortly before his 
death. 

 
St. Augustine is called the greatest Doctor of the Catholic world.  St. Augustine of Hippo is "a 

philosophical and theological genius of the first order, dominating, like a pyramid, antiquity and the succeeding 
ages. Compared with the great philosophers of past centuries and modern times, he is the equal of them all; 
among theologians he is undeniably the first, and such has been his influence that none of the Fathers, 
Scholastics, or Reformers has surpassed it." (Philip Schaff, History of the Christian Church). 

 
What constituted Augustine's genius was his marvelous gift of embracing truth with all the fibers of his 

soul; not with the heart alone, for the heart does not think; and not with the mind alone, for the mind grasps 
only the abstract or, as it were, lifeless truth.  Augustine seeks the living truth, and even when he is combating 
certain Platonic ideas, he is of the family of Plato, not of Aristotle.  

 
Augustine's passion is characterized not by violence, but by a communicative tenderness; and his 

exquisite delicacy experiences first one and then another of themost intimate emotions and tests them; hence 
the irresistible effect of the "Confessions", his great spiritual 
autobiography, which relates the touching story of his soul.  In 
it, he divulges the sins and follies of his youth, and at the end 
enumerates the weaknesses, which still beset him. 

 
 His usual symbol in art is an eagle or a flaming heart 
pierced with arrows.8 
 
 St. Augustine was one of the first to be honored with 
the title of "Doctor of the Church in the early Middle Ages.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Saint Thomas Aquinas - Confessor, Doctor of the Church - feast day March 7 
 
 Landulph, his father, was Count of Aquino, a commune in central Italy between Rome and Naples and 
his mother was Theodora, Countess of Teano, a commune a little further south. His family was related to the 
Emperors Henry VI and Frederick II, and to the Kings of Aragon, Castile, and France. About the year 1236 he 
was sent to the University of Naples where it was said that Thomas could repeat the lessons with more depth 
and lucidity than his masters displayed. The youth's heart had remained pure and he resolved to embrace the 
religious life. Some time between 1240 and August, 1243, he received the habit of the Order of St. Dominic. 
After years of study, during a stay in Cologne, probably in 1250, he was raised to the priesthood. In due time 
he was ordered to prepare himself to obtain the degree of Doctor in Theology from the University of Paris 
 
 St. Thomas's life may be summed up in a few words: praying, preaching, teaching, writing, and 
journeying.  Men were more anxious to hear him than they had been to hear Albert, whom St. Thomas 
surpassed in accuracy, lucidity, brevity, and power of exposition, if not in universality of knowledge. 
 
 It is not surprising to read in the biographies of St. Thomas that he was frequently abstracted and in 
ecstasy. Towards the end of his life, the ecstasies became more frequent. On one occasion, at Naples in 1273, 
after he had completed his treatise on the Eucharist, three of the brethren saw him lifted in ecstasy, and they 
heard a voice proceeding from the crucifix on the altar, saying "Thou hast written well of me, Thomas; what 
reward wilt thou have?"  Thomas replied, "None other than Thyself, Lord" (Prümmer, op. cit., p. 38). 
 
 Among the books that exercised the greatest influence on his mind were the Bible, Greek and Latin, 
especially of St. Augustine, and the writings of the philosophers, especially of Plato, Aristotle, and Boethius.  
From Aristotle he learned love of order and accuracy of expression, which are characteristic of his own works.  
In general, the Stagirite was his master, but the elevation and grandeur of St. Thomas's conceptions and the 
majestic dignity of his methods of treatment speak strongly of the sublime Plato.9 

 
 St. Thomas Aquinas was declared a "Doctor of the Church" by the Dominican St.  Pius V in his new 
edition of the Breviary (1568).5 

 

  



The Cupola on the roof 
On the roof of our church is an open cupola like structure supporting a 
cross that reaches up twenty feet above the ridge.  In addition to the 
central mast, there are eight supporting legs in the structure forming an 
octagonal shape.  I was told years ago by Father Thomas J. Burke 
(pastor of St. Anselm - 1966 - 1983), that this represented the 
octagonal shape of many of the early churches in the Holy Land. 
 
It is believed the early Christians met in St Peter’s square house in 
Capernaum.  Over the years, the house, used for community 
gatherings, was enlarged and replaced with an octagonal church 
directly on top of the old house foundation, the floor covered with a 
mosaic by the Byzantines in the 5th century.10 

 
 Byzantine architects in the 4th Century, CE, began constructing 
four-sided towers, gradually evolving into an octagonal shape, and 
finally, building round towers on which to rest the domes of their 
churches. Since then, both the round and octagonal forms have been 
used interchangeably throughout Christendom.  The octagonal church 
of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem, built 330 CE, contains the tomb of 
Christ.  The octagonal Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem is built over 
the cave where Jesus is said to have been born.  The Dome of the 

Rock 
in Jerusalem, where Mohammed ascended to heaven in Muslim tradition, is octagonal.  It was originally built 
as a church by the Christian Byzantines during the first quarter of the 7th century.  St. Philip’s Martyrium at 
Hierapolis in Turkey, where he was martyred is octagonal.  In  the 12th Century round and octagonal churches 
were introduced throughout most of Europe. Octagonal churches are a common Byzantine design.11 

 
Recently, in January of 1997, archaeologists discovered the rock revered by early Christians as the 

place where the pregnant Virgin Mary rested on her way to Bethlehem.  The craggy limestone rock protrudes 
from the remnants of the floor of a fifth century, octagonal Byzantine church, the largest of its kind in the Holy 
Land. The Church of the Kathisma - "the seat" in Greek - was built around the rock.  Excavations show the 
church was destroyed and rebuilt at least once before it was finally destroyed in the eighth or ninth century and 
largely forgotten.  
 
  



Saint Anthony of Padua window - Confessor, Doctor of the Church - feast day June 13 
 

One blesses themselves with Holy Water entering the Church 
into the vestibule - once called the narthex - which is separated from the 
nave - the larger communal area of the Church - by a partition with 
amber glass.  At the right of the vestibule is the Crying Room, a room 
where parents may bring their young children who can't sit still and 
where there are some toys to amuse them while the parent follows the 
mass. 

 
The room contains a stained glass window of St. Anthony of Padua.  St. 

Anthony (1195-1231 CE) is shown in the brown habit of a Franciscan Monk, holding 
the Christ Child.  Born in Lisbon, Portugal, he entered the order of St. Augustine at 15 
and devoted himself to study and prayer for many years.  He received the habit of a 
Franciscan  in 1221, taking the name Anthony in honor of St. Anthony of Egypt, to 
whom his chapel was dedicated.   He went to Padua, Italy, and became renown for his 
sermons, which he gave with eloquence, fervor and learning, drawing large crowds. 

 
Since the seventeenth century, he has often been painted with the Infant Savior 

on his arm because of a late legend.  Once, when stopping with a friend, his host, 
glancing through a window, had a glimpse of him gazing with rapture on the Holy Child, 
whom he was holding in his arms.  In the earlier portraits, he usually carries a book or 
a lily, the former being symbolic of his knowledge of the Bible, the latter a symbol of 
purity. (Lives of Saints)4 

 
 Pius XII added St. Anthony of Padua as a "Doctor of the Church" (1946).5 

 
 Memoria - In Memory of Kenneth J. Nichols 
 
  



Saint John the Baptist window - The Precursor - feast day June 24 
 

At the left of the vestibule is the Baptismal Room - today the Church library.  It used to 
house the original heavy marble Baptismal Font used earlier in our Church.  Today we 
use a larger but much lighter and portable Baptismal Font that can be rolled up to the 
altar platform in the nave - the large room of the church.  The baptisms used to take 
place near the entrance of the Church, as it seemed appropriate to the sequence of a 
new soul entering the Faith, before the Second Vatican Council. 

 
The room also contains the stained glass window of St. John the Baptist.  Zechariah of 
the priestly class of Abijah and his wife Elizabeth a descendant of Aaron, were advanced 
in years and childless when they were blessed with a son whom they named John. John 
was sent by God to baptize His people and to prepare the way for the Lord.  At that time, 
Jewish baptism was a ritual immersion called "mikveh", the bathing of one's self in 
preparation for various religious events and to assure readiness for the coming of the 
Messiah. 3 

 

In this window, John holds a seashell in his right hand that he uses to pour water from 
the River Jordan over the heads of the ones to be baptized.  In his other arm he holds a 
lamb, the Lamb of God.  He proclaimed, "Look, there is the Lamb of God that takes away 
the sins of the world" (Jn 1:29).2  He then baptized Jesus in the river.  Although without 
sin and not in need of baptism, Jesus allowed John to baptism Him as a sign of His 
willingness to authenticate the message that John is proclaiming.  John can often be 
recognized with his camel's hair garment with a leather belt and sometimes holding a 
long slender staff topped with a cross. (Lives of Saints)4 

 
 Memoria - Fr James Bertelli 
  



    Saint Anselm window - Patron Saint of our Church - Feast day April 21 
 

Going through the door from the dimly lit vestibule into the nave, the first stained glass 
window on the right is of our patron saint, St. Anselm.  He is pictured holding a model of 
our church as one would hold a football in his left arm indicating his patronage of our 
church, a typical gesture in Christian iconography.  He is dressed in the robes of the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, wearing a miter and holding a crosier in his right hand.   

 
At the very top of the window, there is a sailing ship.  In light 
of his many sea travels between Bec in Normandy, across 
the rough Channel to England and to Rome, he is frequently 
characterized with the picture of a sailing ship along with his 
image.  Sometimes thought of as the "patron saint of sailors", 
I have not found his name among the twenty other saints who 
are identified with that title. 
 
 
 
Memoria - Mr. & Mrs. William J. McSweeney, William Jr. & Charlene 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
Cain and Abel windows 
 
 The windows along the right side of the church, the south 
side, have to do with sacrifice and show various sacrifices being 
made. In the upper left-hand section of this double window, we see 
a murder being committed - Cain is killing his brother Abel - and in 
a pane next to it is a golden stalk of wheat.   
 

Cain, the first born of Adam and Eve, became a farmer, a 
tiller of the soil, and after a while, he offered the fruits of the soil as 
an offering to the Lord, probably wheat.  Abel, their second son, 
became a shepherd, a keeper of flocks who offered the first born of 
his flock as his offering to the Lord. 

 
The Lord for whatever 
reason found the sacrifice of 
Abel more pleasing than the 
sacrifice of Cain.  Cain 
became intensely jealous 
and leading his brother into 
the open fields, killed him.   

 
When asked by God "Where 
is your brother Abel?"  Cain 
replied, "I do not know.  Am I 
my brother's guardian?" (Gn. 
4:9)2 

 
The picture in this window is of Abel offering a ram on an 

altar of stone in sacrifice to the Lord as smoke rises above.  A 
shepherd's crook is in his hand. (Gn. 4:1-16)2 

 

Left window Memoria –  
none 

Right window Memoria –  
none 

  



Noah and the Ark windows  
 

In Noah's time because the earth was full of wickedness and 
violence of man's making, God decided to efface them and all 
things flesh from the earth - all but Noah who was a good man, a 
man of integrity among his contemporaries, who walked with God.  
God told Noah to make an ark and go on board with his wife, his 
three sons and his son's wives and to take along two of every living 
creature.  God then sent waters over the earth to destroy all flesh 
on it.  It rained for forty days and as the waters swelled, it lifted the 
ark above the earth so that all things of flesh perished before the 
waters began to subside. 

  
In the left window is the ark as it comes to rest above the receding 
waters of the flood on top of the mountains of Ararat, in what we 
today believe is in eastern Turkey.  Noah, at the right, is looking up 
at the sun after the rains have stopped and the waters of the flood 
are receding.  He is about to offer the sacrifice of a ram on an altar 
to the Lord.  As a sign of the Lord's acceptance of Noah's sacrifice 
and as a sign of His entering into a covenant with Noah and his 
descendents, God placed a rainbow in the sky, shown across the 
top of the widows.  God blessed Noah and his sons and said to 
them "Be fruitful, multiply and fill the earth."  (Gn. 9:1)2 

 
Left window Memoria –  

Gift of Thomas J. Burke 
Right window Memoria –  

In Memory of Robert Michael Doyle 
 
  



Abraham and Isaac windows – 
 

This double window continues the theme of animal sacrifice with 
Abraham being tested by God.  Abraham and his wife Sarah were 
old, well on in years when they had a son they named Isaac.  
Abraham was asked by God to offer his son, whom he loves, as a 
sacrifice to the Lord.  Abraham took his son to a mountain in a land 
of Moriah, the hill on which the Jerusalem temple was later built, 
where he bound Isaac’s arms.  And in obedience to the Lord, he 
raised his knife to kill his son when the angel of Yahweh said to 
him, “Do not harm him, for now I know you fear God.”  (Gn. 22:12)2 

 

In this picture we see Abraham with a knife in his hand lowered by 
his side with his other hand raised in thanks to God for sparing his 
son, whom we see still bound by rope.  In place of his son, he 
offers sacrifice of a ram that 
he saw caught by his horns in 
a thicket nearby.  The 
completely innocent spotless 
victim is Isaac, who, much 
relieved that he has been 
saved, kneels before his 
father.  In this sacrifice of 
Isaac, we see a prefiguring of 
the Passion of Jesus, the only 
begotten Son of God, the 
spotless victim.  It is the ritual 
prescription for the redemption 
of the first-born of Israel: like 
all ‘first-fruits’ these belong to God; they are not, however, to be 
sacrificed but brought back, ‘redeemed’. (Gn. 22)2 

 
 Left window Memoria –  

Alfred and Florence LaVoie 
 Right window Memoria – 

 In Memory of James R. T. Sullivan 
  



Melchisedech windows – 
 
 In this double window, Melchisedech, wears the crown of 
the king of Salem and the robes of a priest.  He was a priest of 
God Most High and for the first time offers not an animal 
sacrifice, but bread and wine.  The bread and wine, which he is 
holding in his hands, he is offering to Abraham, father of the 
chosen people, upon his return after the defeat of his enemies.  
He is saying "Blessed be Abram by God Most High, creator of 
heaven and earth, and Blessed be God Most High for handing 
over your enemies to you."  (Gn. 14:20)2   
 

Melchisedech is the first in the Hebrew Scripture to offer 
this sacrifice which is pleasing to the Lord.  This is the Hebrew 
Scripture but it is a foreshadowing of the image of the 
Eucharistic sacrifice that Jesus will offer at the Last Supper.  In 
the window at the left, there are stalks of wheat and clusters of 
grapes symbolizing the bread and wine.  They are over an open 
book of "A Holy Sacrifice" with a cross as a background, a 
foretelling of the sacrifice of Jesus that is yet to come.  
 

The message is that you do 
not have to take life for a 
sacrifice because these are 
life-sustaining elements; 
bread is the staff of life and 
wine was the common drink 
at that time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Left window Memoria –  

Mr.and Mrs.Matthew Condon 
Right window Memoria –  

Gift of Catherine Fraser 
 
  



Saint Ann window - Mother of the Blessed Virgin - feast day July 26 
 

On the left side of the church, the north side, all the stained glass windows have a Marian 
theme - that is having to do with Mary.   

 
There is no certain knowledge of St. Ann, the mother of Mary.  According to tradition she 
was childless and on in years and her prayers for a child had not been answered.  As she 
prayed to the Lord for a child near her home in Galilee, an angel appeared to her telling 
her that the Lord had heard her prayers and she would conceive.   

 
There was an ancient belief that a child born of an elderly mother who had given up hope 
of having offspring was destined for some high purpose and would be blessed by all the 
world. (Lives of Saints - St. Joachim)  And thus, St. Ann became the mother of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary. (Lives of Saints)4 

 
Memoria –  

In Memory of Anna Merra 
 
 
 
 
  



Saint Joachim window - Father of the Blessed Virgin - feast day August 6 
 

Nothing is known of St. Joachim save what is told in apocryphal literature.  He was 
a man of Galilee and both he and his wife Ann were in the decline of life when Mary was 
born.  Tradition relates that Joachim was away from home when he had a vision that Ann 
was to be blessed with a child.  Upon returning home, his wife ran forth to tell of the 
visitation of an angel who had revealed to her the same good tidings. (Lives of Saints)4 

 
Left window Memoria –  

Gift of Mr. & Mrs. Joseph L. Hughes Sr. 
 
  



Presentation of Mary window - feast day November 21 
 
 The window adjacent to Joachim, shows the presentation of Mary in the temple to 
be "redeemed", in the same way that Jesus was to be presented.  It is assumed that Mary 
made a vow of virginity and the most opportune occasion for such a vow was her 
presentation in the Temple.  And a sacrifice was also offered for the first born in 

accordance with what is said in the Law of the Lord 
that God gave to Moses.   
 
For those who could afford it, an animal sacrifice 
would be offered, but for the poor, a pair of 
turtledoves or two young pigeons were used, "one for 
the holocaust and the other for the sacrifice for sin."  
(Lv. 12:8)2   
 
 
Below the image of Mary in prayer, is a basket with 
the offering of two pigeons given by Joachim and 
Ann. (Lives of Saints)4  

 
 On a red glass pane in the window, the artist has 
placed a monogram of Mary's name that can be read as 
"Mary" in English or "Maria" in Latin. 
 
Right window Memoria  

Gift of Mr. & Mrs. Leo J. Loughman & Family 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



The Annunciation windows - feast day March 25 
 

The archangel Gabriel was sent by God saying, "Mary, do not be 
afraid; you have won God's favor.  Listen!  You are to conceive 
and bear a son, and you must name him Jesus."  (Lk. 1:31-32)2  
Mary responded saying, "I am the handmaid of the Lord, let what 
you have said be done to me." (Lk. 1:38)2  And she conceived by 
the power of the Holy Spirit. 

 
 Her choice to say yes to the angel Gabriel and she had that 
choice, was a momentous and very painful one.  She was only 
about 16 and by saying yes, she immediately became an unwed, 
pregnant teenager who would be subject to all kinds of ridicule and 
possible persecution from the community. (Lives of Saints) 4 

 
 In this window, Mary is kneeling with a closed book in her hands, 
probably scripture where this event was prophesied.  She is 
looking up at the archangel Gabriel listening to his words.  The 
Holy Spirit in the form of a dove is above with rays descending to 
Mary.  The archangel Gabriel in the right window has his hand 
raised hailing her saying, "Hail Mary Full of Grace."  This is in 
keeping with the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, that from 
the very first moment of Mary's existence in her mother's womb, 
she was never under the stain of sin.  She was always full of 
grace.  Here the artist uses the symbol of a fleur-de-lis in place of 
the name of Mary.  In iconography, the lily, the fleur-de-lis, is her 
emblem, a favorite attribute of the Virgin Mary, the symbol of 
purity, virginity and chastity.13  It was accordingly readily adopted 
by the Church in the 12th century to associate the Virgin Mary's 
sanctity with events of special significance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Left window Memoria –  

Gift of Saint Anselm's Womans Guild 
Right window Memoria – 

Gift of Mr. & Mrs. Gerard Richard & Family   
                                   
 

 

 

 

 

 

       

  



The Visitation windows - feast day May 31 
 
 Mary, who was with child, went down to a town in the 
hill country of Judah to visit her cousin Elizabeth who was also 
with child, six months ahead of Mary.  Mary went into 
Zechariah's house and greeted Elizabeth.  As soon as 
Elizabeth heard Mary's greeting, the child leapt within her 
womb and Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Spirit.  She gave a 
cry and said, "Of all women you are the most blessed, and 
blessed is the fruit of your womb."  (Lk 1:42)2 

 
 In this window, Mary, identified with the fleur-de-lis, who 
is with child, greets kneeling Elizabeth who is more visibly with 
a child who will become John the Baptist.  John was not 
conceived full of grace but will be born full of grace because 
this was a moment of his sanctification being in the presence of 
Jesus who was in Mary.  Elizabeth is identified by an "E" in a 
pane of glass next to her. (Lives of Saints)4 
 
Left window Memoria –  

In memory of Daniel & Margaret Cronin 
Right window Memoria –  

Gift of R. J. Dawley and Family 
 
  



The Christmas windows - feast day December 25 
 

Joseph brought Mary, his betrothed who was with child, to the 
town of David called Bethlehem, in order to be registered for the 
census.  While they were there, the time came for her to have her 
child and she gave birth to a son, her first born.  She wrapped him 
in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger because there was 
no room for them at the inn.  In the countryside close by 
shepherds heard an angel saying, "I bring you news of great joy.  
Today in the town of David a savior has been born to you; he is 
Christ the Lord." (Lk 2:10-11)2 

 
In this window, Joseph stands with head bowed holding a 
shepherd's crook.  The "J" in a pane next to him is for Joseph.  
Mary standing with hands apart as she presents her child, is 
looking down at her newborn baby Jesus, lying in a crib of straw.  
The star of Bethlehem shines over her head.   
 
Almost unnoticed in this window the artist of all the stained glass 
windows in our church has signed his name - "John G. Forster / 
Maynard, Mass."  John G. Forster (1922-1982) was a graduate of 
the "Massachusetts College of Art" in Boston. 
 
 
Left window Memoria –  

In memory of Mary J. and Bertram Jackson 
Right window Memoria – 

Gift of the Shaunessy Family 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



The Altar Servers' Sacristy windows – 
 

 
 In the altar server's Sacristy at the front left corner of the church, are four stained glass windows that 
have to do with all the items that an altar server brings to the altar for the celebration of Mass.  In the first 
window at the left are the cruets that hold the water and wine used in mass.  In the second window are two 
candles, the number prescribed for a Low Mass.  They are behind an open missal with the Greek letters Alpha 
and Omega, the first and last letters of that alphabet.  "I am the Alpha and the Omega' says the Lord God, who 
is, who was, and who is to come, the Almighty."(Rv 1:8)2  In the third window is a ciborium, a vessel to hold 
Eucharistic wafers.  And, in the window at the right is a censer for burning incense from which smoke is rising.  
All of these items are on a long draped altar.  Between the book and the ciborium are two more Greek letters, 
"X" for Chi and "P" for Rho, the first two letters in the Greek name "Christos" meaning the "anointed one", 
crossing at their centers.  This became the monogram of Christ in the early church.  These all have to do with 
what is needed in the celebration of the holy mass. 
 
Left window Memoria –  

Rev. Joseph McCall 
Second window Memoria –  

Rev. Robert Hurley 
Third window Memoria –  

Rev. Joseph L. Reilly 
Right window Memoria –  

Rev. Mario F. Serino 



The Four Prayers windows – 
 

Stained glass windows are often viewed as 
translucent pictures.  Before recorded history, man 
learned to make glass and color it by adding metallic salts 
and oxides.  These minerals within the glass capture 
specific portions from the spectrum of white light allowing 
the human eye to see various colors.  Gothic stained 
glass windows are a complex mosaic of bits of colored 
glass joined with lead into an intricate pattern illustrating 
biblical stories and saint's lives at a time when most 
people were unable to read. 

   
In the 15th century, the apex of high Gothic, the 

way stained glass was viewed changed.  Stained glass 
artists became glass painters as the form became closer 
and closer to panel painting. The Renaissance brought 
the art of stained glass into a 300-year period where 
windows were white glass heavily painted.  These were most often high up in the walls where the details were 
not easily viewed.  That period saw the removal of many medieval stained glass windows.  They were 
destroyed as hopelessly old fashioned and replaced by painted glass.   

 
The mid 1800’s was a revival of interest in Gothic Architecture and amateur art historians and scientists 

rediscovered the medieval glass techniques.  Early stained glass was colored and transparent - called 
cathedral glass.  Later translucent glass called opalescent glass and a variety of other types were developed.  
The leading - called "came" - that joins the pieces of glass takes considerable space so that small details have 

to be created by painting on the glass, usually 
in black, to achieve the image desired.  That 
is the manner of the stained glass windows at 
our church. 

 
The four tall windows in the front wall of our 
church identify the four types of prayer, the 
reasons for which we pray - Adoration, 
Atonement, Thanksgiving, and Petition.  All 
four are contained   in The Lords Prayer. 



The main theme of the pictures in the 
four windows is the Holy Trinity.  In the first 
window, an angel riding on a cloud plays a 
harp while looking up in adoration. 
   

At the top of the second window God, 
the Father is represented by an open hand 
with rays of light descending to his son Jesus.  
Jesus, King of the Universe, King and Priest 
with a crown on his head, is holding a chalice 
very similar to the image in the Melchisedech 
window.  Here Jesus is standing on a globe 
showing his universality over the world.  
Below Jesus, on a cross of red is a green 
crown of thorns.  They are symbol of Christ's 
suffering for the salvation of man. Two lines 
taken from the hymn "Crowned in Green 
Glory" read, "They nailed Him to the bloody 
red Cross - And on His head the green crown 
of thorns."14  Is this what the artist had in 
mind?  The two colors, the red and green, 
remind me of the colors at Christmas time.  
The green crown like a wreath and the red 
cross, the bow on the wreath.  It is as though 
we celebrate the birth of Jesus with symbols 
of His death. 

 
The Holy Spirit is shown in the third 

window as a dove and above the tongues of 
fire coming down as the Holy Spirit came 
down on the Apostles on Pentecost.  Here 
another angel standing holds a censer and 
looks up in adoration at Jesus.  It is thought 
that this angel might represent the role of the 
church.  The angel at the right in the fourth 
window kneels on a cloud with an open 
songbook, also looking up in adoration of the 
Lord. 

 
At the top of the first and last windows are the Greek 

letters Alpha and Omega, the first and last letters of that 
alphabet, referring to Christ as "--- the Beginning and the 
End." (Rv 21:6)2, "--- the First and the Last." (Rv 22:13)2 - He 
always was and always will be. 

 
Left window Memoria –  

In Memory of Mary E. Hughes 
Second window Memoria –  

In Memory of John F. Phinney 
Third window Memoria –  

In Memory of Augustus and Katherine Phinney 
Right window Memoria –  

In Memory of Thomas F. Hughes 
 
  



The Priest's Sacristy windows –  
 

The four windows in 
the priest's sacristy 
are similar to those in 
the altar server's 
sacristy in that they 
pertain to the 
celebration of the 
mass.  The picture 
here, however, is of 
the body and blood of 
Jesus that is offered 
up to God, very similar 
to the offerings in the 
Melchisedech window 
that he offered to 
Abraham.  These are 
the victimless 
offerings that Jesus 
offered at the Last 
Supper.   
 
 

The picture is of a draped altar in the center two windows on which there is a green cross with the 
blood of Jesus flowing from the left side of the cross, the side on which Jesus was lanced, into a chalice.  To 
the right is a platen with three hosts, the body of Christ.  In the end windows are a bunch of grapes at the left 
and three stalks of wheat at the right, the offerings that man will make into wine and bread to become the body 
and blood of Jesus. 

 
Left window Memoria –  

Rev. Herbert A. Phinney  
Second window Memoria –  

Rt. Rev. Edward G. Horan  
Third window Memoria –  

Rev. John J. Consodine 
Right window Memoria –  

Rev. George F. Mulcahy 



The Ambry 
 

On the wall in the priest's sacristy is the original church Ambry, a repository to 
contain the "Olea Sacra" - the Holy Oils. 15  There is now a new Ambry in the 
nave just inside the entry of the church.  It is enclosed in glass with three 
shelves on which are placed three cruets containing sacred oils. 
  
One is marked "OI" for Oleo Infirmum - Oil of the Sick for the healing of the 
infirm.  "If one of you is ill, he should send for the elders of the church, and 
they must anoint you with oil in the name of the Lord and pray over you." (Jm 
5:14)2 

 
Another is marked "OC" for Oleo Catechumenus - Oil of the Catechumens - 
given to converts to the Church.  The anointing of catechumens is explained 
by the fact that they were regarded to a certain extent as being possessed by 
the devil until Christ entered them through baptism.  These first two oils are of 
pure oil of olives and are blessed by a bishop. 

 
The last is marked "SC" for Sacra Chrisma - Oil of Chrism used immediately after baptisms and 

confirmations.  This oil is of pure oil of olives with an admixture of balsam, blessed by a bishop in a special 
manner different from that given to the other two Holy Oils. 
 
Memoria - Built as a  

gift to St. Anselm's by Johannes and Vera Kirk 
  



The two side altars 
 
 At one time, the two tables on either side of the main center altar were the side altars of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary and St. Joseph.  Before the renovation they were used to say mass when the main altar was in use 
for devotions to the Blessed Sacrament.  They had at that time contained their own altar stones. 
 
Blessed Virgin Mary statue and altar - the mother of Jesus - feast day January 1 
 

Prophecies alluding to Mary appear in a number of books of the Hebrew 
Scripture, while in the Gospels it is surprising to find so little about her.  She 
was the daughter of Joachim and Ann and most probably was born in 
Jerusalem, in a house called Probatica.  She was betrothed to Joseph of 
Nazareth, a man many years older than she.  Mary consented to her 
betrothal, though she was bound by her vow of virginity.  As she had obeyed 
God's inspiration in making her vow, so she obeyed God's inspiration in 
becoming the solemnly promised bride of Joseph.  Mary trusted the Divine 
guidance implicitly, and thus was certain that her vow would be kept, even in 
her married state.  According to Luke 1:262, Mary lived in Nazareth, a town in 
Galilee, at the time of the Annunciation.  She gave birth to her son, Jesus, in 
a manger in Bethlehem.  She is acknowledged and honored as being truly 
the Mother of God and Mother of the Redeemer. 
 
Over the years, Mary has made many appearances to her faithful continuing 
into modern times.  She is venerated the world over with many titles - Our 
Lady of Lourdes, Our Lady of Sorrows, Queen of Peace, Our Lady of Fatima, 
Queen of Angels, Our Lady of the Rosary, The Immaculate Conception, Our 
Lady of Guadeloupe, Queen of the Missions - and many, many others, and 
each with its own feast day. 
 
 The statue shows the Blessed Virgin Mary dressed in a light blue mantle 
with golden trim going over her head that covers a white tunic tied with a gold 
girdle.  Her hands are down at her sides.  Her feet are bare while she has her 
right foot on the head of a serpent with a red apple in its mouth, the traditional 
fruit the serpent tempted Eve to eat in the Garden of Eden.(Gn 3)2  She 
stands on a starry moon. 
 
 On the face of the pedestal of the altar is a crown 
above a fleur-de-lis.  The crown is her symbol as Mary, 
Queen of Heaven.  The fleur-de-lis is her emblem, the 
symbol of purity, virginity and chastity. (Lives of Saints 
and The Catholic Encyclopedia) 
 

 
Statue Memoria –  

Donated in Loving Memory of  
Angelosanto ~ DiModica Family, 
Cannalonga Family ~ Danahy Family, 
Nix ~ Gray Family, 
Pasquarello Family ~ Jean Mary Santone 

Altar Memoria –  
In Loving Memory of John Michael Santone 

  



Saint Joseph statue and altar - Foster Father of the Lord - feast day March 19 
 

St. Joseph, in all likelihood, was born in Bethlehem and it is assumed that he died 
at Nazareth about the year 20, before Jesus began his ministry.  The Bible tells us 
very little of Joseph.  From the early chapters of Matthew and Luke we glean that he 
was a carpenter by trade, a just and pious man, and an excellent husband and 
father. He was descended from David, as was his betrothed the Virgin Mary, who 
was many years younger than he.  When he heard that Mary was with child, he 
considered divorcing her privately.  It was then that an angel of the Lord appeared 
to him in a dream and revealed to him the Mystery of the Incarnation.  
 
“It will not be without interest to recall here, unreliable though they are, the lengthy 
stories concerning St. Joseph's marriage contained in the apocryphal writings. 
When forty years of age, Joseph married a woman called Melcha or Escha by 
some, Salome by others; they lived forty-nine years together and had six children, 
two daughters and four sons, the youngest of whom was James (the Less, "the 
Lord's brother", Joseph, Jude and Simon)). A year after his wife's death, as the 
priests announced through Judea that they wished to find in the tribe of Juda a 
respectable man to espouse Mary, then twelve to fourteen years of age.  Joseph, 
who was at the time ninety years old, went up to Jerusalem among the candidates; 
a miracle manifested the choice God had made of Joseph, and two years later the 
Annunciation took place. These dreams, as St. Jerome styles them, from which 
many a Christian artist has drawn his inspiration are void of authority; they 
nevertheless acquired in the course of ages some popularity; in them some 
ecclesiastical writers sought the answer to the well-known difficulty arising from the 
mention in the Gospel of ‘the Lord's brothers’; from them also popular credulity has, 
contrary to all probability, as well as to the tradition 
witnessed by old works of art, retained the belief that St. 
Joseph was an old man at the time of marriage with the 
Mother of God.”16 
 
The statue of St. Joseph depicts a young man.  He holds a 
carpenter’s square in his hands, the sign of his occupation 
as a carpenter.  He is dressed in a brown mantle with 
golden edging over a blue tunic.  He is wearing sandals. 
 

 
On the face of the altar pedestal is a lily for chastity and purity along with a 

carpenter square. (Lives of Saints 4 and The Catholic Encyclopedia 16) 
 
Statue Memoria –  

Donated in Loving Memory of  
Angelosanto ~ DiModica Family,  
Cannalonga Famiy ~ Danahy Family,  
Nix ~ Gray Family,  
Pasquarello Family,  
Jean Mary Santone 

Altar Memoria –  
In Memory of the Families of Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Pattison Jr. 

  

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/15687b.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/12406a.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/15464b.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/06608a.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/01541c.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/02408b.htm


Saint Anselm statue - Archbishop, Doctor of the Church and Patron Saint - Feast day April 21 
 
A statue of our patron saint, St. Anselm, is high up on the wall behind the altar.  He 
is dressed in the miter and vestments of the Archbishop of Canterbury and is 
holding a crosier. The miter is a kind of folding-cap. The right to wear it belongs by 
law only to the pope, the cardinals, and the bishops.  The crosier is an ecclesiastical 
ornament, which is conferred on bishops at their consecration.  It is a symbol of 
authority and jurisdiction.  It is in the shape of a shepherd's crook and conveys the 
image of a shepherd, as his role is to be the shepherd of the faithful.  About the 
time when St. Anselm was Archbishop in 1100, Canterbury was Catholic. 
 
Between the feet of the statue 
is a small picture of a sailing 
ship.  It is difficult to see from 
so far below.  St. Anselm is 
frequently characterized with 
the picture of a sailing ship in 
light of his many sea travels 
between Bec in Normandy 
across the rough Channel to 
England and to Rome.16 
 
Memoria - none 
 
  



The Main Altar – 
 

In our church renovations of 1988, the main altar containing the 
altar stone with the relic of our patron saint, St. Anselm, was 
brought forward to be closer to and more in the midst of the 
congregation.  The tradition of celebrating mass over the bones of 
saints comes from the period when mass was celebrated in the 
catacombs of Rome where early Christians were buried.  At that 
time all Christians were considered saints and so the tradition of 

celebrating mass surrounded by the bones of saints continues to this day in every Catholic 
Church in the world.   

 
The altar shares the Predella - the platform, with the Presider's chair, the 
Ambo - the pulpit, and the Easter candle.  On the front of the Ambo is a 
simple Greek cross.  
 
The pedestal of the altar added in 1988, is a sculpture's adaptation of Leonardo da Vinci's 
painting of "The Last Supper".  The painting, completed in 1498, is in the Dominican church 
and convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie, in Milan, Italy.  Jesus, seated in the center of the 
long table of the Last Supper, is surrounded by His apostles.  In his artwork, Leonardo da 
Vinci placed all the twelve apostles on the same side 

of the table with Jesus and grouped them in four groups of three.   
 
 The first group around the pedestal at the left is (from left to right): 
Bartholomew, James the Lesser and Andrew.  Then come Judas, Peter, 
and John, at the right hand of Jesus.  On the other side of Jesus are 
Thomas, James the Greater and Philip.  Matthew. Thaddaeus, and Simon 
the Zealot are the last group around at the right.  We know this 
information based on other pictures by da Vinci in which he identified 
those same characters.17  

 

Of the twelve, only Judas in guilt leans back away from Jesus.  He 
tightly grasps a moneybag containing the thirty silver pieces in his right 
hand (Mt 26:14)2 while his other hand hovers over a dish as Jesus says, 
"Someone who has dipped his hand into the dish with me, will betray me."  (Mt. 26:23)2  James, to the right of 

Jesus, with outstretched arms seems to give assurance that there 
could not be such treachery.  "Doubting" Thomas, standing behind him 
gesturing with the index fingerthat will later probe the wounds of Jesus' 
hands and side (Jn 20:27)2, seems ready to argue.  Philip, inclining 
toward Christ, seems to profess 
his own personal devotion.  
 
On the other side, John recoils 
in horror at the thought of 
tragedy to the Messiah.  Next to 
him, Peter, always the man of 
action, leans his head forward 

to defend his master from the unknown betrayer.  He reaches with his 
left hand toward Jesus while behind him in his right hand he holds a 
smallsword ready to defend Him.  In just a few hours in the garden of 
Gethsemane on the Mount of Olives, he will use this sword in defense 
of Jesus, cutting off the right ear of Malchus, the servant of the high 
priest.(Jn 18:10)2 

  



 

Matthew, Thaddeus and Simon the Zealot at the right end of the table gesture with their hands as they 
discuss who among them could be the betrayer.  At the left end of the table Bartholomew, James the Lesser 
and Andrew all look at Jesus in horror and disbelief.17 

 
Memoria - Ambo –  

Donated in memory of David F. Fennell 
Memoria - Presider’s chair –  

In loving memory of Helen Trainor 
Memoria of the Donors to the 1988 Renovation are listed at the end. 

 
Whatever Happened to the Twelve Apostles? 
 

They were not the kind of group you might have expected Jesus to send forth on his mission to reach 
the world.  There was nothing special or spectacular about them.  They were just ordinary workingmen.  
However, Jesus formed them into the backbone of the church and gave them the most extraordinary task 
imaginable: calling the entire world, including the mightiest empire ever known, to repentance and faith in the 
risen Christ.  You can be sure that any educated, first-century Roman citizen would have laughed at any 
prediction that within three centuries the Christian faith would be the official faith of the empire. 

 
The Christian Scripture tells of the fate of only two of the apostles.  JUDAS ISCARIOT, who having 

betrayed Jesus, felt remorse "and went and hanged himself" (Mt 27:1-5)2.  And JAMES the Greater, a 
fisherman, son of Zebedee and brother of John, was the first apostle to die, beheaded by Herod Agrippa I 
about 44 AD (Acts 12:2)2. 

 
Legends abound and they are not always reliable, but it is safe to say that the apostles went far and 

wide as heralds of the message of the risen Christ.  An early legend says they cast lots and divided up the 
world to determine who would go where, so all could hear about Jesus.  They suffered greatly for their faith 
and in most cases met violent deaths on account of their bold witness. 

 
PETER, also called SIMON and "the fisherman", was the brother of Andrew and was martyred in Rome 

about 66 AD, during the persecution under Emperor Nero.  He was crucified, upside down at his request, since 
he did not feel he was worthy to die in the same manner as his Lord. 

 
ANDREW, the brother of Peter and also a fisherman, went to the "land of the man-eaters," in what is 

now Russia.  Christians there claim him as the first to bring the gospel to their land. He also preached in Asia 
Minor, modern-day Turkey, and in Greece, where he is said to have been crucified at Patras. "Doubting" 
THOMAS called Didymus, the twin, was probably most active in the area east of Syria.  Tradition has him 
preaching as far east as India, where the ancient Marthoma Christians revere him as their founder.  They claim 
that he died there when pierced through with the spears of four soldiers.  The Catholic Cathedral in Chennai 
(Madras), India, claims to have his body entombed there.  

 
PHILIP possibly had a powerful ministry in Carthage in North Africa and then in Asia Minor, where he 

converted the wife of a Roman proconsul.  In retaliation the proconsul had Philip arrested and cruelly put to 
death by crucifixion, “hung on a tree upside down with irons in his heels and ankles, in Hierapolis” in Asia 
Minor, Turkey today. 

 
MATTHEW, also called LEVI, was a tax collector and writer of a Gospel.  He ministered in Persia and 

Ethiopia.  Some of the oldest reports say he was not martyred, while others say he was stabbed to death in 
Ethiopia. 

 
BARTHOLOMEW, also known as NATHANIEL, had widespread missionary travels attributed to him by 

tradition; to India with Thomas, back to Armenia, and also to Ethiopia and Southern Arabia.  There are various 
accounts of how he met his death as a martyr for the gospel. 



JAMES the Lesser, the son of Alphaeus, is one of at least three James' referred to in the Christian 
Scripture.  There is some confusion, as to which is which, but this James is reckoned to have ministered in 
Syria.  The Jewish historian Flavious Josephus reported that he was stoned and then clubbed to death. 

 
SIMON THE ZEALOT, so the story goes, ministered in Persia and was martyred there after refusing to 

sacrifice to the sun god. 
 
THADDAEUS, who was also known as JUDE son of James, preached in Judaea, Samaria, 

Mesopotamia and in faraway Libya.  According to tradition, he died in Beirut.  Another story tells us that he 
suffered martyrdom at Suanis, a city in Persia with Simon where they had gone as missionaries.  

 
JOHN the fisherman, son of Zebedee, brother of James the Greater, is the only one of the company 

generally thought to have died a natural death from old age.  Jesus gave him and his brother James, the name 
Boanerges, meaning "Sons of Thunder".  He was the leader of the church in the Ephesus area and is said to 
have taken care of Mary the mother of Jesus in his home.  During Domitian's persecution in the middle 90's, he 
was exiled to the island of Patmos.  There he is credited with writing the last book of the Christian Scripture – 
“Revelation”.  An early Latin tradition has him escaping unhurt after being cast into boiling oil at Rome. 
   
  



Books used during Mass – 
 

 
 
 There are three books used during the Mass; the Lectionary for Mass, the Roman Missal, and the Book 
of the Gospel, each adorned with artful religious symbols of the Church.  All have red covers representing 
God's sacrifice for man and each cover has a stylized Jerusalem Cross printed in gold.  The Jerusalem Cross 
is often called the Crusader's Cross because it was on the papal banner given to the crusaders by Pope Urban 
II for the First Crusade.  Scholars have found that the large central cross represents the strength of 
Christianity. The symbols in the four quadrants represent either the four Gospels or the spread of Christianity 
to the four corners of the earth. 
 
 The Lectionary, the book at the left, is a book of readings used in 
celebration of the liturgy of the Word of God containing a portion of sacred 
writings to be read aloud in the services of the Church.  The book which consists 
not of entire narratives, but only of extracts is arranged according to feasts, and 
made expressly to be read in the divine service.  There appear to be four books 
in the four quadrants of the cross on the cover indicating the four gospels. 
 
 The Roman Missal, the book in the center, is the liturgical book that 
contains the texts and rubrics for the celebration of the Mass in the Roman Rite 
of the Catholic Church.  It contains the prayers and rites used by the priest in 
celebrating Mass over the course of the entire year.  In the quadrants of the 
cross on the cover are the Greek letters Alpha and Omega, the first and last 
letters of the Greek alphabet.  "I am the Alpha and the Omega' says the Lord 
God, who is, who was, and who is to come, the Almighty."(Rv 1:8)2  In the lower 
quadrants are a host and a challis symbols of the body and blood of Christ. 
 
 The Book of the Gospel, the book at the right, is a codex, a manuscript bound volume, usually of an 
ancient classic or the Scriptures, containing the four Gospels of the Christian New Testament.  On the cover 
there are four squares in the quadrants and four larger ones at the corners indicating the growth and spread of 
Christianity to the four corners of the earth. 
 
Memoria –  

In Loving Memory of Jean Mary Santone 
 
  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liturgical_books_of_the_Roman_Rite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_(liturgy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Rite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholic_Church
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Codex
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gospel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Testament


The Crucifix above the altar  
 

The Romans started crucifixion during the wars by crucifying deserters, 
thieves and conquered rebels.  They crucified as many as 500 Jews a day, 
according to Josephus, a Jewish historian, until it was abolished in the 
Roman Empire under Constantine in 315, or, at the latest 330.  But the 
horror of the early Christians at the infamy of the Cross resulted in it being 
concealed for centuries.  “Long before the cross became the most 
prevalent symbol of Christianity, early worshipers used a fish.  Evidence 
from written sources comes as early Clement of Alexandria (150-211) who 
told the readers of his Paedagogus to have either a fish or a dove 
engraved on their seals.  Visual presentations of fish as a Christian symbol 
appear in early burial chambers. 
   
“The first crosses used were Greek crosses with arms of equal length, 
which began to appear in the fifth century.”24  The first crucifix appeared 
and then for a very long time, the figure of Christ on it was not Christ 
crucified but Christ risen from the dead.  Not until the thirteenth century did 
the image of the crucifixion evolve in religious art.  While Christ was 
scourged, bloodied from the crown of thorns, bruised and dirty from falling 
while carrying the cross, on our cross he appears to have been bathed.  
“In ancient Hebrew terminology (as in modern English), cleanliness is a 
metaphor for legal innocence.  Accordingly, dirt is a metaphor for guilt.”18 

 
The suspended Crucifix over our altar was added during the 1988 
renovations.  The depiction of the corpus of Jesus is the traditional one in 
keeping with Christian iconography with the exception of a few details. 
Photographic images of the Shroud of Turin that came to light about 100 

years ago, showed the nails passing through what is called "Destot's space" in the wrist.  Doctor Pierre Barbet, 
M.D. reported the findings of his study and research on the shroud in his 1950 book "A Doctor at Calvary".19  
He found that nails through the palms of the hands would be unable to support the weight of a body.  He also 
noted that the thumbs and last two fingers were curled into the palms, the left foot was over the right, the nail in 
the feet went through the arch, and there was no sign that an oblique shelf was used to support the feet.  The 
artists of modern day crucifixes now reflect these and other small details that he found. 
 

At the top of the cross, the letters "INRI" are inscribed on a scroll.  They are the initials for the Latin title 
that Pontius Pilate had written on a scroll over the head of Jesus on the cross (John 19:19)2.  The inscription 
on the Cross of Jesus was actually written in three languages, Greek, Latin and Hebrew.  Latin was the official 
language of the Roman Empire and those words were "Iesus Nazarenvs Rex Ivdaeorvm".  Latin uses "I" 
instead of the English "J", and "V" instead of "U" (i.e., Jesus Nazarenus Rex Judaeorum).  The English 
translation is "Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews".  The Early Church adopted the first letters of each 
word of this inscription "INRI" as a symbol. 

 
 The figure of Christ is six feet tall on a twelve foot tall wooden cross.  With special lighting, it appears to 
be floating in space over the main altar and creates shadows of the cross on the walls behind it giving the 
appearance of the other two men who were crucified with Jesus. 
 
Memoria –  

Donated by Sandra M. Watson 
  



Queen of the Missions Mosaic 
 

In an alcove just beyond the Christmas Window is a large mosaic 
of Mary “Queen of the Missions”.  She is dressed in a blue mantel 
over a yellow tunic.  In her hands she holds a globe of the earth 
with a gold cross on top.  Above her head is a halo and a circle of 
ten white stars.  Near her collar on her right side is a gold star.  
She is standing on a cloud, her right foot on the head of a serpent 
and another white star just beneath her left foot. 
 
This large mosaic was created in 1963 (the same year St. 
Anselm Church opened) by Aleksandra Kasuba.  Born in 
Lithuania in 1923, she came to New York City in 1947 then 
moved to New Mexico in 2001.  She is best known as a mosaic 
artist, and her works often cover large surfaces with textural 
patterns.  
 

The mosaic in some ways is similar to the image in Revelations, 
“Now a great sign appeared in heaven, a woman, adorned with 
the sun, standing on the moon, and with twelve star on her head 
for a crown.” (Rv 12:1)2  “The city walls stood on twelve 
foundation stones, each one of which bore the name of one of 
the twelve apostles of the Lamb.”(Rv 21:14)2   Here there are but 
ten white stars encircling her head, it seems two are missing 
though there is one more star by her left foot. 
 
The symbol of "twelve stars" appears in only one other place in 
the bible, Joseph told his brothers, “Look, I have had another 
dream” he said, “I thought I saw the sun, the moon and eleven 
stars (the twelfth star being Benjamin, born later), bowing to me.’” 
(Gn 37:9)2   There the sun and the moon represent Joseph's 
father and mother, and the stars represent the brothers who 
would eventually make up the twelve tribes of Israel. 
 
 
 
 

 
A halo, a nimbus, like rays from a sun, 
denotes the status of sainthood.  The gold 
star by her collar is the bright star of the 
morning, Christ.(Rv 22:16)2  The globe she 
holds surmounted by a gold cross 
represents humanity redeemed by the 
cross, ready to be glorified (the golden 
color), which the immaculate Virgin can offer 
to God.  Her right foot on the serpent is as 
God told the serpent, “It will crush your head 
and you will strike its heel”(Gn 3:15)2  as she 
stands on a cloud in heaven.    
 

  



The Tabernacle in the Chapel – 
 

In the 1988 renovations when the Main Altar was moved 
forward, there remained an open space on the old Predella 
where the altar had been.  Father Bertelli had all along wanted 
to find a smaller space in which to say morning mass when 
there were fewer parishioners attending.  An ornamental wood 
screen, called a reredos, was built behind the altar to loosely 
enclose the area and a plaque was added naming it the "Rev. 
James Bertelli Chapel, Pastor 1983 - 2000".  It has a smaller 
altar and seating for about twenty.  The Tabernacle is in this 
area. 
 
On the door of the tabernacle is a picture of a pelican feeding 
its young.  It was thought that the pelican fed its young by its 
own blood.  The mother pelican would peck itself and the 
young pelicans would imbibe the blood.  In some hymns, 
Jesus is called the pio pellicano - the pious pelican - and the 
symbolism has remained.   
 
 

On top of the Tabernacle is a dove, the symbol of the Holy Spirit and 
under it on the face of the pedestal a chalice containing a host, stalks of wheat 
and a cluster of grapes. 

 
 The tabernacle is always depicted as a tent.  In the Hebrew Scripture 
before the temple was built in Jerusalem, the Jews were a nomadic people 
traveling from place to place with their tents.  The first tent they would put up 
was the Lords tent, the Tabernacle.  It was in that tent that they kept the Arc of 
the Covenant, a chest, made of precious wood, containing the stone tablets of 
the Ten Commandments and some remains of the Manna.  In many churches 
today we remember that tradition by placing a cloth tent over the tabernacle 
symbolizing the preciousness of the hosts that are kept within. 
  
Tabernacle Memoria – none 
 
  



The Stations of the Cross –  
 

Also called "The Way of the Cross", they are a series of tableaux displaying scenes in the Passion of 
Christ, each corresponding to a particular incident.  The details of some of these are found in the bible while 
others are traditions that have passed down.  In earliest times, pilgrims traveled the "Via Sacra" (Sacred Way) 
in Jerusalem, following the footsteps of Christ in His sorrowful journey.  Over the years the number of stations 
varied and the scenes selected changed.  The erection of stations inside churches originated with the 
Franciscans and did not become common until the end of the seventeenth century.  In 1731, Pope Clement XII 
fixed the scenes and number at 14.   
  

The Stations help the faithful make a spiritual pilgrimage to the scenes of Christ's sufferings and death 
along the "Via Dolorosa" - "The Way of Sorrows" - in Jerusalem today, and thereby receive indulgences.  
Almost out of view above each tableau is a Greek cross made of  
wood.  When saying the Stations of the Cross, the tableaux are not necessary, as it is to the wooden crosses 
over them that the indulgence is attached. 
 

The Stations in St. Anselm are simple wood carvings with little detail and few muted colors each 
containing only one or two figures besides Jesus.  They are tightly cropped, close-up, unframed scenes 
showing only the bust of the figures and never the entire cross.  They focus on a central image at each station 
that recalls the story surrounding it.  The story that they tell takes place over only a short span of time, the last 
nine hours in the life of Jesus.  Arranged around the walls of our church, they start near the Christmas window 
with Jesus facing Pilate, then moving to the next tableau of His journey as they progress to the rear of the 
church.  Then crossing to the opposite side, they end at the Melchisedech window.  The artist is unknown. 
  
The First Station - Jesus is condemned to death 
 

Betrayed by Judas, one of the Twelve, and arrested, Jesus is brought 
before the Sanhedrin in the morning.  There He is questioned, tried and found 
guilty of claiming to be the Son of God.  They accuse Him of blasphemy and 
condemn Him to die.  But not being allowed to put Him to death, they bring him 
to Pilate, the governor, in the Praetorium - the governor's palace.  Pilate listens 
to their charges and questions Jesus, "Are you the king of the Jews?" Jesus 
replies, "It is you who say it." (Mt 27:11)2  It is midday and Pilate gives in to the 
demands of the crowd.  Washing his hands in front of them he says, "I am 
innocent of this man's blood." (Mt 27:25)2  

  
At this station, Pilate is seated in the chair of judgment outside at a 

place called the Lithostrotos - the Pavement.  He orders Jesus whose arms are 
bound with rope, to be scourged and hands Him over to be crucified.  In his 
right hand he holds the notice that will be fixed on the cross, "Jesus the 
Nazarene, King of the Jews". (Jn 19:19)2 
 
 
Memoria - Gift of The Letteri Family 
 
       
  



The Second Station - Jesus carries His Cross 
 

By now all of His disciples have run away and deserted Him.  The governor's 
soldiers take Jesus to the Praetorium, thought to be the Antonia Fortress today.  
"Then they stripped Him and made Him wear a scarlet cloak, and having twisted 
some thorns into a crown they put this on His head and place a reed in His right 
hand.  To make fun of Him they knelt to Him saying, 'Hail, king of the Jews!'  
And they spit on Him and took the reed and struck Him on the head with it." (Mt 
27:28-30)2 Pilate brings Jesus outside again before the crowd saying "Ecce 
Homo" - "Here is the man".  When they saw Him the chief priests and the 
guards shouted, "Crucify Him! Crucify Him!" (Jn 19:4-6)2 Then dressing Him in 
His own cloths again, they lead Him away to be crucified.   
 
At this station a soldier gives Jesus the cross for Him to carry. 
 
Memoria - In memory of Arthur B. O'Leary Sr. 
 
 
 
 

The Third Station - Jesus falls for the first time 
 
The procession, Jesus with the cross over His shoulder surrounded by 

the Roman soldiers, leaves the Fortress and passes out of the city gate 
towards the barren land to the west of the city.  The path goes downhill 
towards the Valley of Tyropeon.  It is Passover Preparation Day and the 
soldiers are in a hurry.  It is past noon as the sun moves slowly toward the 
western horizon.  After the scourging, Jesus is weak and according to 
tradition, falls to the ground, is quickly pulled up and made to continue.  

  
This station shows Jesus on the ground beneath His cross.  His right 

arm grasps the cross above Him while with His other hand He presses on the 
ground as He looks upward. 

 
Memoria - In memory of Vincent T. McEachern 

 
 
The Fourth Station - Jesus meets His Blessed Mother 
 

As Jesus starts again on His journey with His cross, according to tradition He 
meets His mother.  When Jesus as a child was presented in the Temple the 
prophet "Simeon blessed them and said to Mary his mother, 'You see this child: 
he is destined for the fall and for the rise of many in Israel, destined to be a sign 
that is rejected - and a sword will pierce your own soul too ---'" (Lk 2:34-35)2  
Later when looking down from the cross, "Seeing his mother and the disciple he 
loved standing near her, Jesus said to his mother, 'Woman, this is your son.'  
Then to the disciple he said, 'This is your mother.'  And from that moment the 
disciple made a place for her in his home." (Jn 19:26-27)2   
 
At this station, Mary stands before Jesus in silence as His hand rests on hers. 
 
Memoria - Gift of John F. Walsh Jr. & Family 
 
 



The Fifth Station - Simon helps Jesus carry His Cross 
 

"As they were leading him away they seized on a man, Simon from 
Cyrene, who was coming in from the country, and made him shoulder the cross 
and carry it behind Jesus" (Lk 23:26)2  They continue on the path to Golgotha, a 
Hebrew word meaning "place of the skull", (In Latin Calvaria, whence Calvary) 
just outside of the wall of the city.   

 
On this tableau, Simon lifts the weight of the cross from the shoulder of 

Jesus. 
 
 
Memoria - In memory of Emilio Mezzone 
 
 
 
 
 

The Sixth Station - Veronica wipes the face of Jesus 
 

According to an ancient legend from the apocryphal Acts of Pilate (c. 6th 
century), a holy woman whose name was Veronica, wiped the face of Jesus with 
her veil while on the road to Golgotha.  His image was impressed onto the cloth.  
This act of charity is commemorated in this Station of the Cross.  As early as the 
fourth century, there were documents, which spoke of the existence of the veil, 
but only in the Middle Ages was it strictly connected to the Passion of Jesus 
Christ.  The veil is claimed to still exist at a small 17th century Capuchin friary, 
Santuario di Volto Santo (Sanctuary of the Sacred Face), in Manoppello, a small 
town in the Abruzzo region about 150 miles east of Rome.20  At this station, 
Veronica holds the veil with the image of Jesus for all to see. 

 
Memoria - Sam Videtta, John Mahoney, Joseph Logan, Michael Keating 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Seventh Station - Jesus falls for the second time 
 

Jesus foretells "I have longed to eat this Passover with you before I 
suffer; because I tell you, I shall not eat again until it is fulfilled in the kingdom 
of God." (Lk 22:15-16)2  Now, not having had food or drink since His arrest, He 
is weak.  Crossing the Valley of Tyropeon, Jesus, according to tradition, falls to 
the ground for the second time.  He is helped up and they move on.   
 

On this tableau, Jesus is seen again on the ground beneath His cross.  
His right hand holds on to the cross as His left supports his weight.  His eyes 
are almost closed as He looks down at the ground. 
 
Memoria - In memory of Leo J. Hope 
 
  



The Eighth Station - Jesus meets the women of Jerusalem 
 

Large numbers of people are following Him.  The Talmud records that 
noblewomen of Jerusalem are accustomed to giving soothing drinks to 
condemned criminals.  Jesus turns to the women who are mourning and 
lamenting for Him and (foretelling the destruction of Jerusalem), says, "Daughters 
of Jerusalem, do not weep for me; weep rather for yourselves and for your 
children. For the days will surely come when people will say, 'Happy are those 
who are barren, the wombs that have never borne, the breasts that have never 
suckled!'  Then they will begin to say to the mountains, 'Fall on us!'; to the hills, 
'Cover us!' (meaning hide us).  For if men use the green wood (innocent men) like 
this, what will happen when it is dry (wicked men)?" (Lk 23:28-31)2  At this tableau 
we see two women before Jesus with His cross. 
 
Memoria - Gift of Mrs. Mary Girdzewski & Family 
 
 
 
       

 
The Ninth Station - Jesus falls for the third time 
 

Now, outside the gates of the city, the path turns upward on a hill to the 
west of the valley, to Golgotha.  Again, according to tradition Jesus falls to the 
ground.  Just a few hours before in the garden at Gethsemane He prayed, 
"Father, if you are willing, take this cup away from me.  Nevertheless, let your 
will be done, not mine." (Lk 22:42)2  They help him up so he can make it up the 
hill of His crucifixion.  He is almost there.   
 

At this station we see Jesus on the ground beneath His cross for the 
third time.  He uses his left hand on the ground to lift himself as he looks up the 
hill.  With but a short way to go, He gets up and continues carrying His cross. 
 
Memoria - In memory of Margaret & James Horan 
 
 
 
 
The Tenth Station - Jesus Is stripped of His garments 

 
Finally arriving at Golgotha, the soldiers strip Jesus of His clothing.  "When the 
soldiers had finished crucifying Jesus, they took his clothing and divided it into 
four shares, one for each soldier.  His undergarment was seamless, woven in 
one piece from neck to hem; so they said to one another, 'Instead of tearing it, 
let's throw dice to decide who is to have it.'  In this way the words of scripture 
were fulfilled; 'They shared out my clothing among them, they cast lots for my 
clothes.'  This is exactly what the soldiers did." (Jn 19:23-24)2  At this station, a 
soldier removes the clothes of Jesus.  
  
Memoria - Dermot Glynn, Asa McKenna, Margaret Glynn, Connie Scanlon 
 
  



The Eleventh Station - Jesus is nailed to the Cross 
 

"When they reach the place called The Skull, they crucified him there 
and the two criminals also, one on the right, the other on the left.  Jesus said, 
'Father, forgive them; they do not know what they are doing.'" (Lk 23:33-34)2  As 
the most ignoble and horrible method of Roman execution, crucifixion was 
reserved for criminals judged guilty of foul and heinous acts.  The Romans 
executed Jesus as an "enemy of the state," treason being the worst of all 
crimes.  Huge nails are hammered through His hands and feet to fix Him on the 
cross.  With the inscription attached, the cross is then raised for all to see. On 
this tableau, we see Jesus being nailed to the cross along with two nails and a 
mallet. 
 
Memoria - Thomas A. Silver, Mary J. Silver, Gertrude R. Silver, Irene Silver 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Twelfth Station - Jesus dies on the Cross 
 

At the sixth hour the sun is eclipsed and a darkness comes over the 
whole land.  Jesus is between two criminals with a mocking title above his 
head.  "Near the cross of Jesus stood His mother, His mother's sister, Mary the 
wife of Clopas, Mary Magdalene and the disciple he loved.(Jn 19:25)2  "And at 
the ninth hour Jesus cried out in a loud voice 'Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani?' 
which means, 'My God, My God, why have you deserted me?"(Mk 15:34)2.  
With these words, Jesus gave a loud cry and breathed His last.  At this station, 
we see Mary with her hands clasped and John looking up at the body of Jesus 
on the cross. 

 
Memoria –  

Agnus MacEachern,  
Sally MacEachern,  
Ann MacEachern,  
Mary MacEachern 

 
 
The Thirteenth Station - Jesus is taken down from the Cross 

 
"After this, Joseph of Arimathaea, who was a disciple of Jesus - though a secret 
one because he was afraid of the Jews - asked Pilate to let him remove the 
body of Jesus.  Pilate gave permission, so they came and took it away.  
Nicodemus came as well - the same one who had first come to Jesus at night-
time - and he brought a mixture of myrrh and aloes, weighing about a hundred 
pounds." (Jn 19:38-39)2  On this tableau, we see Mary helping to lower the 
body of her son to the ground. 
 
Memoria - Patrick Silver, Anne Silver, Mary Silver, Margaret Silver 
 
       
  



The Fourteenth Station - Jesus Is laid in the tomb 
 

" They took the body of Jesus and wrapped it with the spices in linen 
cloths, following the Jewish burial custom.  At the place where he had been 
crucified there was a garden, and in this garden a new tomb in which no one 
had yet been buried. Since it was the Jewish Day of Preparation and the tomb 
was near at hand, they lay Jesus there." (Jn 19:40-42)2.  
 

At this station, Mary views the body of Jesus in the tomb.   
 
 
Memoria –  

Edward Mahoney,  
Guy Tedesco,  
John Cassidy,  
Richard Devane 

 
  



The Choir Loft window - 
One first enters our church through a dimly lit 
vestibule, then enters the nave illuminated by 
the light that filters through this large window 
over the entrance.  The early church stressed 
the importance of bringing sunlight into the 
nave as a light from heaven, equating it with 
the divine radiance.  It is the largest window 
in the church and yet it contains the fewest 
number of glass panes.  It contains no 
religious figures or decorative design.  It is 
simply made up of sixty-two panels of stained 
glass of muted colors containing a few bright 
panels of middle blue and of golden yellow - 
the colors of the flag of Sweden.  I was told 
that the colors were chosen in remembrance 
of Carl and Ethel Nelson (both 1890-1967), 
the Swedish family that once owned and 
farmed the land on which our church now 
stands. They sold the 13 acres of their 
farmland to the Archdiocese of Boston in late 
1960. 
 
   

These two colors, the blue and the yellow, were also the colors in the coat of arms of Pope John Paul II. 
 

 
 
Late in the day in the months of summer 
as the sun goes down a little further to 
the north, the light through this window 
sweeps across the altar at the far end of 
the church bathing it in soft blue and 
yellow light. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 



Mary’s Garden 
    
 An all white statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary stands outside 
behind the church rectory in “Mary’s Garden”.  Her head is bowed slightly 
forward, with her arms down and spread apart, her hands open with 
palms forward, as on the “Miraculous Metal” – the “Immaculate 
Conception”.  She is wearing a tunic tied at the waist with a girdle knotted 
with a bow beneath a mantle and with a veil on her head.  Under her bare 
feet is a serpent atop the moon.  “God made the two great lights: the 
greater light to govern the day (Jesus, the Sun, that shines by 
incandescent light), the smaller light to govern the night (Mary, the Moon, 
that shines by reflected light).” (Gn 1:16)2  The serpent was the instrument 
used by Satan to tempt Eve in the Garden of Eden.  In Christian 
iconography the moon is a symbol of Mary’s perpetual virginity. 
 
 The statue is in a garden of plants and flowers that were given by 
many donors, and with a lattés screen behind to enclose the area. 
 
Statue Memoria - Unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Celtic Cross in the Garden 
                                              

In the small garden just outside the side door to the parking area is a 
small Celtic Cross.  The Celtic Cross had it's evolution in the British Isles, 
with it's earliest form dating to approximately the ninth century and 
appearing mostly in Ireland, was therefore often referred to as the Irish 
Cross.  They are often decorated with key patterns, interlaced knot work, 
or spirals. 
 
An Irish legend tells how St. Patrick combined the symbol of Christianity 
with the sun cross, to give pagan Irish followers an idea of the 
importance of the cross by linking it with the idea of the life-giving 
properties of the sun. Other interpretations claim that placing the cross 
on top of the circle represents Christ's supremacy over the pagan sun.. 
For an Irish Catholic, the circle in the Celtic cross may be a symbol of 
eternity and the endlessness of God's love. It can even represent a halo 
emanating from Christ 21 

 

 

 

 

Memoria –  
A gift of Cynthia and Bryon Deysher in memory of the victims of the Boston Marathon Bombing  
April 15, 2013. 

 
    

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun_cross


St. Fiacre - feast day September 1 
 

 There is a statue of St Fiacre in the garden just outside to the left of the front 
entrance - the northwest corner of the church. 
 
 Born in Ireland in the seventh century, St Fiacre lived in a hermitage in 
County Kilkenny, and is most renowned as the patron saint of growing food and 
medicinal plants and is more broadly referred to as the “Patron Saint of Gardeners”.  
His skills with herbs, and as a healer and holy man, brought him unwanted fame as 
disciples flock to him.  Seeking greater solitude, he left his native land and sought 
refuge in France, at Meaux. 
 
 He was better known in France, where he built a hospice for travellers in what 
is now Saint-Fiacre, Seine-et-Marne.  At Meaux he was warmly received by St Faro.  
Initially Faro granted him out of his own patrimony a site at Brogillum.  Here Fiacre 
built an oratory in honour of the Virgin Mary, a hospice in which he received 
strangers, and a cell in which he himself lived apart.  He lived a life of great 
mortification, in prayer, fast, vigil, and the manual labour of the garden. 
 
 The legend of Fiacre goes that St Faro allowed him as much land as he might 
entrench in one day with a furrow.  Fiacre turned up the earth with the point of his 
staff, toppling trees and uprooting briers and weeds.  Faro recognized that this was 
the work of God.  
 
 He is most often pictured as a man carrying a spade and a basket of 
vegetables beside him surrounded by pilgrims and blessing the sick. His relics are installed in Meaux 
Cathedral. 22 
 
Memoria – A gift of Alison and Jeff Otto 
 
 
 
 
  



The Church layout – 
 
 Many churches are laid out on an east-west axis with the altar at the eastern end so that the Sun, the 
symbol of the risen Christ, will rise behind the altar.  “-- our God who from on high will bring the rising Sun to 
visit us.” (Lk 1:78)2  St. Anselm's is laid out in that fashion.  The church is in the shape of a cross as churches 
are supposed to be.  There is the Roman cross, where the vertical member is longer than the cross member 
like the crucifix over the altar.  And there is the Greek cross where both members are of equal length like the 
ones above the stations and on the ambo.  Then there is the Tau cross where the shorter cross member is at 
the top of the longer vertical member in the form of a "T", a Tau in Greek.  St. Anselm Church is in the form of 
a Tau cross. 
 

 
     A watercolor by Jon Provest of Framingham, Mass – in the entrance of the Rectory 
 
 And a bit of history: The design of St. Anselm's was completed in November of 1961 by the 
architectural firm of W. Chester Browne & Associates Inc. of Boston.  The cornerstone was laid in 1962 and the 
church, built by the Sewell & Smith Construction Company of South Framingham, was completed in 1963.  The 

first mass was celebrated on Tuesday, February 26th 1963, the day before 
Ash Wednesday by Rt. Rev. Robert J. Sennott, Chancellor of the 
Archdiocese of Boston who at the same time blessed the Stations of the 
Cross.  Rev. Herbert A. Phinney was appointed the first pastor.  
Archbishop Richard Cardinal Cushing formally dedicated St. Anselm's 
Church on Sunday afternoon, October 20, 1963.The stained glass windows 
were not installed until the fall of 1964.  The renovations of 1988 were 
designed by Architects Dion and Sokol Inc. of Sudbury and constructed by 
the Devlin Construction Corporation of Saxonville. 
 

 
 



 
            
The original statues of the Blessed Virgin Mary and Saint Joseph 
 

 What ever happened to the original statues of Mary and Joseph that were placed in St. Anselm Church 
when it was built back in 1963?  When St. Anselm parish was suppressed by Cardinal Sean in 2004, Father 
Bertelli wanted the two statues of Mary and Joseph for one of his charities.  This is his story. 
 

From a talk given by Fr. James Bertelli on September 15, 2007 
 
 "This is an explanation for the appearance of the new statues of Mary and Joseph in St. Anselm 
Church.  I was in advertently responsible for the removal of the original statues. 
 
 "Six years ago my sister and I received a modest inheritance from an aunt and uncle who were 
childless.  We decided to make a donation to the foreign missions.  I was acquainted with a Maryknoll priest, 
Fr. Ed Hayes, who was missioned for 40 years in Tanzania, Africa.  Fr. Ed said mass in a village that had no 
church – he said mass in the local public school.  He said that with the donation and sweat equity from the 
parishioners, he could build a church which was named in honor of St. Anthony of Padua.  The locals dug the 
foundation and made the adobe bricks which form the walls of the church.  The church has no electricity or 
running water. 
 
 "On May 2004 – Cardinal Sean suppressed St. Anselm parish.  The pastor, Fr. Jack Fitzpatrick, was 
told to clean out the rectory of all its furnishings and to donate them to another church, whatever he decided, 
from St Anselm.  In June 2004, I asked Fr. Fitz if I could have the statues for the church in Tanzania.  He 
happily gave me permission.  I shipped the statues to Africa where they are installed in St. Anthony Church. 
 
 "Africa is one of the areas in the world where Catholicism is flourishing.  Sr. Jackie, a former pastoral 
associate at St. Anselm, and a member of Saint Christine Community tells me that all her Order’s postulates 
and novices come from Africa.  The world’s largest Catholic seminary is in Nigeria.  Two-thirds of Catholics live 
in the southern hemisphere.  It’s fitting, then, that as we prepare to celebrate the bicentennial of the 
Archdiocese of Boston in 2008, we help other parts of the world church to be established just as we were 
helped by foreign missionaries from Europe 200 years ago.  St. Anthony Parish is like a sister-parish to St. 
Anselm Rectorate.  Parishioners in Africa are praying for our well-being." 
 
 The two statues and donors are shown on the following two pages. 
  
  



Blessed Virgin Mary statue and altar - the mother of Jesus - feast day January 1 
 

Prophecies alluding to Mary appear in a number of books of the Hebrew 
Scripture, while in the Gospels it is surprising to find so little about her.  She was the 
daughter of Joachim and Ann and most probably was born in Jerusalem, in a house 
called Probatica.  She was betrothed to Joseph of Nazareth, a man many years older 
than she.  Mary consented to her betrothal, though she was bound by her vow of 
virginity.  As she had obeyed God's inspiration in making her vow, so she obeyed God's 
inspiration in becoming the solemnly promised bride of Joseph.  Mary trusted the Divine 
guidance implicitly, and thus was certain that her vow would be kept, even in her married 
state.  According to Luke 1:262, Mary lived in Nazareth, a town in Galilee, at the time of 
the Annunciation.  She gave birth to her son, Jesus, in a manger in Bethlehem.  She is 
acknowledged and honored as being truly the Mother of God and Mother of the 
Redeemer. 

 
Over the years, Mary has made many appearances to her faithful continuing into 

modern times.  She is venerated the world over with many titles - Our Lady of Lourdes, 
Our Lady of Sorrows, Queen of Peace, Our Lady of Fatima, Queen of Angels, Our Lady 

of the Rosary, The Immaculate Conception, Our Lady of Guadeloupe, 
Queen of the Missions - and many, many others, and each with its 
own feast day. 

 
The statue shows the Blessed Virgin Mary dressed in a light blue veil 
and mantle over a white tunic tied with a gold girdle.  Her hands are 
together in prayer holding a rosary.  
 
On the face of the pedestal of the altar is a crown above a fleur-de-lis.  
The crown is her symbol as Mary, Queen of Heaven.  The fleur-de-lis 
is her emblem, the symbol of purity, virginity and chastity. (Lives of 
Saints 4 and The Catholic Encyclopedia 16) 
 
 Statue Memoria – In Memory of Mr. & Mrs. V. B. Carpenter 
 Altar Memoria - In Loving Memory of John Michael Santone 

 
       
 
 
  



Saint Joseph statue and altar - Foster Father of the Lord - feast day March 19 
 

 
St. Joseph, in all likelihood, was born in Bethlehem and it is assumed that he died at 
Nazareth about the year 20, before Jesus began his ministry in about the year 20.  
The Bible tells us very little of Joseph.  From the early chapters of Matthew and Luke 
we glean that he was a carpenter by trade, a just and pious man, and an excellent 
husband and father. He was descended from David, as was his betrothed, the Virgin 
Mary, who was many years younger than he.  When he heard that Mary was with 
child, he considered divorcing her privately.  It was then that an angel of the Lord 
appeared to him in a dream and revealed to him the Mystery of the Incarnation.  
 
The statue of St. Joseph depicts a young man.  He holds a 
lily in his hands, the sign of chastity and purity.  He is 
dressed in a tan mantle over a tunic with designs of the 
fleurs-de-lis.  On the face of the altar pedestal is a lily for 
chastity and purity along with a carpenter square signifying 
Joseph's occupation. (Lives of Saints 4 and The Catholic 
Encyclopedia 16) 
 
Statue Memoria – In Memory of  

Martha Loughman McPhee & John E. Dalton 
Altar Memoria – In Memory of  

the Families of Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Pattison Jr. 
 
                                       
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            
  



 
Early St. Anselm's Church Benefactors –  

on a wall plaque in the vestibule.  At least three benefactor tiles appear to be missing. 
 

 Mr. & Mrs. Robert R. Alexander  Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Martel 
 Mr. & Mrs. Raymond J. Curran  Mr. & Mrs. E. James Potchen 
 Mr. Raymond W. Forgit   Mr. & Mrs. Raymond J. Butler 
 Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Lettery   Mr. & Mrs. James A. Donovan 
 Mr. & Mrs. Harold Krapf   Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Kates 
 Mr. & Mrs. Harold J. Bleicher   Mr. & Mrs. Charles N. Mazza  
 Mr. & Mrs. Gaetano D'Angeli   Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. Romac 
 Mr. & Mrs. Peter Gatti    Mr. & Mrs. Leo L. Cantin 
 Mr. & Mrs. Donald E. Lynch   Mr. & Mrs. Robert F. Dyer 
 Mr. & Mrs. Guido Ottaviani   Mr. & Mrs. John Kilty 
 Mr. & Mrs. Erenst J. Bootz   Mr. & Mrs. James A. McGuire 
 Mr. & Mrs. Raymond J. Dawley  Mr. & Mrs. Walter C. Samoluk 
 Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. Hanlon   Mr. & Mrs. Francis A. Eisenman 
 Mr. & Mrs. Malcolm A. MacLeod  Mr. & Mrs. William H. McKee 
 Mr. & Mrs. Paul Particelli   Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Skinnion 
 Mr. & Mrs. Thomas P. Brady   Mr. & Mrs. Gaetano Caviccio 
 Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Deneen   Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence J. Fahey 
 Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Higgins  Mr. & Mrs. John Kozloff 
 Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Major   Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Welch 
 Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Patelis Jr.  Mr. Joshua B. Clark 
 Mr. & Mrs. Bernard J. Cabral   Mr. & Mrs. James E. Feehan 
 Mr. & Mrs. Bernard A. Devine   Mr. & Mrs. Donald C. Kuras 
 Mr. & Mrs. Charles W. Jacobs  Mr. John F. Mullen 
 
Early Memoria - on a wall plaque at the front left side entrance of the church.   

These items are either elsewhere, not visibly on display or are no longer in the church. 
  

Vestment Case & Wardrobe - Sacristy - Deo Gratias 
 Holy Water Font - Gift of Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Condon 
 Altar Rail - In memory of George A. Delbos Sr. 
 Sanctuary Gate - Gift of the Edward J. Mahoney Family 
 Crucifix - St. Joseph Altar - In memory of Mrs. Lucy A. Devlin 
 Funeral Candlesticks - In memory of Michael Reppucci 
 St Joseph Altar in memory of the families of Mr & Mrs Samuel Pattison Jr 
 Crucifix - Blessed Virgin Mary Altar - Gift of Mr. Mrs. Earl Roy Cannon & Family 
 Missal Stand - Gift of Richard & Laura Eagan 
 St Joseph Statue in memory of Martha Loughman McPhee & John E Dalton 
 Crucifix - Main Altar - In memory of Catherine Fraser 
 BVM Statue in memory of Mr & Mrs V B Carpenter 
 Ambo Handrail – A gift of the Trainor, Cannalonga, Tibbert, K/R Middleton, 
        Nassa, Gottberg, Carmel, S/C Middleton, Walsh, Deysher, Kerber,  
        Casperowitz, Wilson, and Brooks families 
 
  



Early Memoria of the Pews - on tiles behind the pews. 
 
 Gift of Mr. & Mrs. William P. Burke 
 In memory of Edward J. Hardy 
 In memory of Mrs. Irene Keniry 
 In memory of Harold P. & Prundent T. Jacques 
 Gift of Mr. & Mrs. Charles Messinger & Family 
 Gift of Mr. & Mrs. Roger Vancour 
 In memory of Richard & Bridget Rohan 
 Gift The Alfred F. Ward Family 
 In memory of Karol Zankowski 
 Mr. & Mrs. Charles Pepper 
 A gift of Mr. & Mrs. V. James Cannalonga 
 
Names of the St. Anselm Church 1988 Renovation Donors –  

on a wall plaque in the vestibule, not identified with a specific item in the church. 
 
     Founders - 
 Mario A. Bucal & Family in memory of Andres & Eusebia Bucal 
 Casey & Mary Kemper 
 Johannes & Vera Kirk 
 Mr. & Mrs Harold A. Krapf & Family 
 Mr. & Mrs. David J. Ryan 
 The Trainor Family 
 Peter & Mary Ann Wall in memory of Peter & Annie Wall & Joseph & Rita Moran 
 In memory of the parents of James P. & Barbara G. Whitlock 
 
     Builders - 
 The Beckette Family 
 Rev. James Bertelli 
 Harold & Mary Bleicher 
 The Buhrer Family 
 In memory of the Casperowitz & Reilly Families 
 The Cautela Family in memory of Salvatore & Richard Cautela 
 Ralph & Regina Cuomo 
 In memory of Paula Marie Danforth 
 John & Maureen Dolan in memory of John A. Dolan & Leo & Esther Shea 
 Jane & Mike Doyle 
 Mr. & Mrs. David C. Dykeman 
 Atty. & Mrs. Roland E. Gariepy 
 Fr. Robert H. Hurley Council #5188 K. of C. 
 Brian P. & Patricia T. Mahoney in memory of Paul P. Twomey 
 Mr. Mrs. David A. McCaffrey 
 The Ron Myrick Family 
 The Pagorek Family 
 The John J. Ryan Jr. Family 
 Mr. & Mrs. Roy T. Sanford 

The Spiri Family 
 In memory of James P. T. Sullivan 
 John & Sue Sullivan in memory of Jerry & Sarah Sullivan 
 Dr. & Mrs. Roger P. Vancour & Family 
 Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Wilson 
 
      
  



Benefactors - 
 In memory of Frank & Mary Ahern 
 In memory of the Angelone & Dowd Families 
 Buzz & Nancy Brownlee 
 The Bronisz Family 
 Mr. & Mrs. V. James Cannalonga 
 Nancy Jane Carmel in memory of William & Helen Blanchard 
 In memory of Arthur J. Deneen 
 Mr. & Mrs. David De Oliveira & Family 
 James F. & Carol A. Devine 
 In memory of Lucy & Horace Devlin 
 The Duarte Family 
 The Feuersanger Family 
 In memory of the parents of Bob & Nancy Fitzgerald 

In memory of the parents of Robert & Gladys Grant 
 Carol & Tom Hardiman in memory of the Hardiman & Whicker Families 

The Roy Henshaw Family 
 In memory of Royal M. Hodgdon 
 John & Patricia Kelly 
 Paul & Ann Lannon in memory of the Lannon & Morris Families 
 Mary & Rudy Lucas 
 Michael & Catherine Maher & Family 
 In memory of Morris J. McMahon 
 The Merra Family 
 Joseph & Norma Robinshaw 
 The Rossini Family 
 Joseph & Jean Rousseau 
 Mr. & Mrs. Richard Samson 
 Mr. & Mrs. A. W. Siff in memory of George A. Skehan 
 Paul J. & Ann Schottler 
 The Stephens Family 
 Robert & Rosemary Stockman 
 Mr. & Mrs. Richard Daniel J. Tanous 
 Mr. & Mrs. Alfred F. Ward 
 
                   
  



----- along Landham Road in Sudbury, Massachusetts. 
                                                                     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sources  

1 Father James Bertelli gave me a tour of St. Anselm Church on October 14, 2001.  I recorded what 
he had to say on audiotape.  It is the basic input for the tour descriptions and sequence. 

2 "The Jerusalem Bible", Doubleday & Co. Inc., New York, 1966. A translation from the French "La 
Bible de Jerusalem" published by Les Editions du Cerf, Paris.  With a poetic character that lends 
itself to prayer, this Catholic Bible is also justifiably praised for its extensive footnotes, filled with 
informative background material.  I chose this Bible for all biblical quotations. 

3 "The Transmission of Faith through Art" by Hamiltom Reed Arnstrong, article appeared in 
Communio 28 (Summer 2001) © 2001 Communio: International Catholic Review at 
http://agdei.com/faith&art.html 

4 "Lives of Saints".  The text is based on authorized sources, a chief one being Alban Butler's "Lives 
of the Saints".  John J. Crawley & Co., Inc, New York 1954.  It contains the histories of the "living" 
saints and scriptural saints. 

5 "Doctors of the Church", The Catholic Encylopedia at 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/05075a.htm 

6 "Plato and Platonism ", The Catholic Encyclopedia at 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/12159a.htm 

7 "Aristotle" - University of California Museum of Paleontology at 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/history/aristotle.html 

8 "Teaching of St. Augustine of Hippo", The Catholic Encylopedia at 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/02091a.htm 

9 "St. Thomas Aquinas", The Catholic Encylopedia at http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/02091a.htm 
10 "St. Peter's House - Capernaum", Biblical Archaeology Review - September/October 2009, Pg 88 
11 Octagonal Configuration from Dr.Manuel Luciano DaSilva's "Portuguese Pilgrims and Dighton 

Rock" at http://www.redwoodlibrary.org/tower/pilgrims.htm.  
12 The Jewish Background of Christian Baptism, By Ron Moseley, Ph. D. at 

http://www.haydid.org/ronimmer.htm.  
13 "The Fleur-de-lis" at http://www.heraldica.org/topics/fdl.htm.  
14 "Crowned in Green Glory", posted on the Internet by "The Anglican Parish of Victor Harbor", St. 

Augustine's, 14 Burke St.,  Victor Harbor, South Australia 5211 at 
http://users.chariot.net.au/~mab/augustines/no_resnfpoetry/green1.html 



Sources (cont’d) 
  

15 "Holy Oils (OLEA SACRA)", Catholic Encylopedia at 
http://www.catholic.org/encyclopedia/view.php?id=5845 

16 "St. Joseph's marriage", The Catholic Encylopedia at 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/08504a.htm 

17 "The Last Supper" by Leonardo da Vinci, from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia at 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Last_Supper_(Leonardo_da_Vinci) 

18 "When Job Sued God" by Edward L. Greenstein, Biblical Archaeology Review - May/June 2012, 
Pg 56 

19 "A Doctor at Calvary, The Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ as Described by a Surgeon" by Doctor 
Pierre Barbet, M.D., P.J. Kenedy & Sons, New York 1950. - His study of the Shroud of Turin, the 
venerated burial clothe of Jesus. 

20 "Has Veronica's Veil Been Found?" by Antonio Gaspari, "The Original Catholic Encyclopedia" at 
http://www.catholic-forum.com/saints/stv02001.htm 

21 “Celtic Cross” Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celtic_cross 
22 "St. Fiacre" Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiacre 
23 "St. Anselm" - The Catholic Encyclopedia at http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/01546a.htm 
24 "Jesus Christ, God's Son, Savior", by Kathleen E. Miller, Biblical Archaeology Review - March/April 

2007, Pg 45 
 
Internet search engine "Google" that can be found at www.google.com on the Internet provided the 

sources for the history of mosaics and stained glass windows, symbols and iconology, octagonal churches, on 
Plato and Aristotle, and other topics.  The sites may change or no longer exist.  Missing are the records that 
must have been originally submitted by the artists of the stain glass windows and the mosaic to the 
Archdiocese of Boston for their approval.  I assume they would contain an explanation of the symbols used in 
the designs that I have tried to uncover by research. 
 

All text and pictures were written and taken by the author except as cited in the sources. 


